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1. Structure of the dissertation 
 

The dissertation should have the following sequence of presentation: 
 

1.1. Cover - It should be made of white cardboard with black lettering and should include the 

name of the Universidade de Lisboa and the Faculdade de Medicina Dentária, the vertical 

logo of the Universidade de Lisboa, the title of the work, the name of the student, the 

name(s) of the supervisor(s), the name of the field of the dissertation (Dental Hygiene), 

the type of work (Dissertation) and the year of completion (see model in Appendix I). The 

Universidade de Lisboa logo can be obtained at https://www.ulisboa.pt/info/logotipo-

ulisboa-e-manual- de-normas. 

1.2. Title page - Same as the cover. 

1.3. Acknowledgements - Optional. Mention should be made of financial support received 

(when applicable): 

1.4. Abstracts - In Portuguese and in English with up to 300 words each. When the dissertation 

is presented in English, it must be accompanied by a more developed abstract in 

Portuguese with between 1,200 and 1,500 words. 

1.5. Keywords - In Portuguese and English up to 5 keywords each. Keywords should conform 

to the terminology used in the "Medical Subject Headings" 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh). 

1.6. Table of Contents. 

1.7. Indexes to charts, tables and figures. 

1.8. List of abbreviations. 

1.9. Main text - Must be between 50 and 80 pages long. See point 4 for additional 

information. 

1.10. Bibliographic references - See point 5 for additional information. 

1.11. Appendices and Annexes - If any. 

 
Note: By agreement between the student and the supervisor, the dissertation can be presented in 

the format of a scientific article, in which case the following statement should be made on the page 

http://www.ulisboa.pt/info/logotipo-ulisboa-e-manual-
http://www.ulisboa.pt/info/logotipo-ulisboa-e-manual-
http://www.ulisboa.pt/info/logotipo-ulisboa-e-manual-
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh)
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following the title page: "Dissertation formatted according to the publication standards of [name 

of the journal whose publication standards have been followed]". 

 

2. Formatting the dissertation 
 

2.1. The formatting of the dissertation must adhere to the following general rules: 
 

a) Font Times New Roman, size 12pt, black color; 

b) Spacing at 1.5 lines; 

c) 2.5 cm margins on all four sides; 

d) Double-sided printing; 

e) Headers (optional) with outside alignment or centered; 

f) Page numbers in footer (size 9pt) with outside alignment or centered; 

2.2 With the exception of the title page, which should be accounted but not numbered, the initial 

pages (acknowledgements, abstracts, keywords, index, and list of abbreviations) should be 

numbered using lowercase Roman numerals. 

2.3 The pages of the text, bibliographical references, appendices, and annexes should be 

numbered continuously using Arabic numerals. 

2.4. Charts, tables, and figures directly related to the text should be inserted along with the text 

and should be numbered according to their order of mention in the text. 

2.5. The number and title of charts and tables should be placed at the top of them. The number 

and title of figures should be placed at the bottom of the figure. 

2.6. The figures used may be original, adapted or copied. If they are adapted, this should be 

indicated with reference to the original publication - "Adapted from ". Copied figures 

require permission from the copyright holder and should be indicated as "Reproduced from 

  , with permission of the author.) 
 

2.7. Sections within each chapter should be numbered with Arabic numerals (1, 1.1, 2, 2.1, 2.1.1, 

etc.). 

 
 

3. Copies in digital support 
 

a) The student must submit one copy in non-editable digital format (PDF file). 

b) The PDF file must be named according to the following example: 

Dissertation_MHO_António_Silva_2022.PDF 
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4. Main text of the dissertation: 
 

a) Introduction - A review of the literature considered relevant to the work’s topic. 

b) Objectives - Clear description of the objectives of the work presented, where appropriate, 

the experimental hypotheses. 

c) Material and methods - Description of the experimental design, population, sample, 

materials, variables, data collection methods, and statistical analysis. 

d) Results - Description of the results in a clear and concise manner, avoiding duplication of 

information in the text, tables, charts or figures. Statistically significant results should be 

accompanied by the respective probability value (p). Graphic elements (charts, tables and 

figures) directly related to the text should be inserted together with the text. 

e) Discussion - A discussion of the results obtained, relating them to the most relevant 

literature available and highlighting the possible originality of the observations made. 

Limitations of the work should be identified. Target themes for future studies may be 

suggested. 

f) Conclusions - Concisely present the main conclusions to be drawn from the study. The 

conclusions should be consistent with the objectives and supported by the results. 

 
5. Bibliographic references 

 
a) The sources cited must be identified in the text. 

b) The bibliographical references presented at the end of the dissertation must be all, and 

only, those cited in the text. 

c) For in-text citations the following rules should be followed: 

i. Each cited source is assigned a sequential number according to the order of citation 

in the text, using Arabic numerals; 

ii. If the source is cited more than once, the same number is used; 

iii. Numbers are placed with superscript formatting, in curly brackets, before commas or 

semicolons, and after periods or colons; 

iv. When quoting more than one source simultaneously, non-sequential numbers are 

separated by commas and sequential numbers by dashes. No spaces are placed 

between commas or dashes. Example: (1,5,6-8) 

d) For the formatting of references, the Vancouver or National Library of Medicine (NLM) 

standards should be used, available for consultation at 

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html. References should be 

arranged numerically. 

These rules are effective from the 2021/2022 school year.  

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html
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APPENDIX I - DISSERTATION COVER (AND TITLE PAGE) MODEL 


